A2 Key for Schools

We have lots of exam support to help you prepare your learners for A2 Key for Schools. Click on the links below to find out more.

Exam preparation checklist:
- Handbook
- Sample tests – paper based
- Reading and Writing sample test – computer based
- Listening sample test – computer based
- Converting practice test scores
- Speaking test videos
- Speaking test video examiner comments
- Vocabulary list
- Lesson plans
- Guide to assessing speaking performance
- Guide to assessing writing performance
- What it’s like to take a Cambridge English Qualification video
- Posters and classroom activities
- Exam tip videos
- Exam tips for reading
- Practice Makes Perfect tips, lesson plans and support
- Understanding exam results videos
- Understanding the Statement of Results

A2 level activities for students to try at home

Encourage your learners to continue their learning outside of the classroom using our digital resources. Click on the links below to find out more.

- A2 level online activities
- Write & Improve
- Information for candidates
- A2 level activities
- Penfriends
- The Digital Teacher
- Webinars for teachers
- Cambridge English Facebook page
- Exam tips for reading
- Exam tips for listening

General English teaching support

These resources can be easily integrated into your teaching practice and help you develop your digital skills. Click on the links below to find out more.

- Penfriends
- The Digital Teacher
- Webinars for teachers
- Information for candidates
- Exam tips for reading
- Exam tips for listening

Join our teaching community

NEW LIFT!

A2 Key for Schools launches in April